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1 Introduction 

In the 802.16m/D2, an extended header, called Message Acknowledgement Extended Header 

(MAEH) is defined to provide an acknowledgement of the reception of a MAC control message 

by either ABS or AMS. The MAEH is really stand-alone control info, meaning not really related 

to the MAC PDU where this extended header is attached. Therefore, it should be a good 

candidate for MAC signaling header, particularly for the cases where such an acknowledgement 

needs to be sent alone.  

This contribution proposes the changes in 802.16m/D2 to specify the newly proposed MAC 

signaling header. 

 

2 Suggested changes in the 802.16m/D2 

Based on the above discussion, we propose the following changes in the 802.16m/D2. Note that 

the new text is marked with blue and underline; the deleted text are marked with red and 

strikethrough.  

Suggested change #1: page 30, line 7 

Change the Table 669 on page 30 as follows: 

Table 669—Type field encodings for MAC signaling header type 

Type field 

(4 )bits 

MAC Signaling Header Type 

0000 BR with STID; UL only 

0001 BR without STID; UL only 

0010 Service specific BR without STID; UL only 

0011 Sleep Control; DL only; 

0100-1111  Reserved  Control message acknowledgement; DL and UL 
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0101 - 1111 Reserved 

 

 

Suggested change #2: on page 32, line 43: 

Insert the following text before line 43 on page 32: 

15.2.2.3.4. Control Message Acknowledgement Signaling Header 

The control message acknowledgement signaling header may be used by ABS and AMS to indicate the 

reception of a specific, previously received MAC control message. When an ABS or AMS receives a 

message or message fragment with the Polling bit set to 1, the ABS and AMS shall transmit an 

acknowledgement either through a control message acknowledge signaling header or message 

acknowledgement extended header, after receiving the complete message with the SN of the MAC control 

message MAC PDU or the last SN of the MAC control message fragment if fragmented. Its format is 

defined in Table 672a. 

Table 672a—Control Message Acknowledgement Signaling Header Format 

Syntax Size 

(bit) 

Notes 

Control Message Acknowledgement 

Signaling Header() { 

  

FID 4 Flow Identifier. This field indicates MAC signaling header, i.e., 

0b0010. 

Type 4 MAC signaling header type.  

ACK_SN 

 

4 SN retrieved from the FEH of the MAC PDU with the Polling 

bit set to 1. 

Reserved 4 Reserved. This field shall be filled by 0. 

}   
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